An improved methodology to detect human T cell receptor beta variable family gene expression patterns.
Comprehensive gene expression analysis of the T cell receptor repertoire of an individual can be very useful in evaluating the immune response in a variety of conditions. Antibody-based analysis methods can detect approximately 60% of the human T cell receptor beta variable (TCRBV) proteins, while gene expression analysis, primarily through employment of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), has had somewhat greater success in the detection of additional TCRBV families. Many of these previous PCR methods, however, have been unable to detect all 91 alleles of the human TCRBV genes. This is primarily due to either deficiencies in the amplification of all of the variable beta families, subfamilies, and alleles, or the prior lack of a systematic classification of the TCR variable family gene segment sequences. We describe here a real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction-based method, which allows efficient automation and integration of amplification, detection, and analysis with sequence-specific detection of all T cell receptor beta variable gene families, subfamilies, and alleles. This method, which in itself contributes significant improvements over existing technologies through its comprehensiveness and efficiency, also functions independently of variables such as sample source and sample processing and has the ability to run on multiple real-time PCR platforms, affording one the implementation of personal preferences.